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ABSTRACT 
Human alphoid DNA consists of a group of repetitive se-
quences which all have a basic 170 bp repeating unit and are 
located at the centromeres of all chromosomes. Restriction 
maps for two 680 bp EcoRI human alphoid clones are presented. 
The maps reinforce the concept that sequence heterogeneity 
exists in the 680 bp fragments to a greater extent than 
previously believed. I have also described several stringency 
conditions which allow for the elimination of cross-
hybridization between seven different alphoid clones and a 
qualitative determination of sequence relatedness between the 
clones. This method was implemented in a study of genomic 
organization and copy number for each of these alphoid 
sequences. A demonstrated sequence and structural 
relationship is shown to exist between the redefined 
functional yeast centromere sequence (CEN) and variants of two 
alphoid family sequences. Data resulting from an assay to 
determine the functional capability of a single alphoid is 
reported. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Contained within the genomes of most eucaryotes are 
repetitive DNA sequences (Brutlag et al., 1980). The best 
estimate is that at least 20% of the human genome consists 
of repetitive DNA (Schmid et al., 1982; Sharp, 1983); over 
1% of the genome can be accounted for by the EcoRI family 
alone (Furlong et al., 1986). Families of repetitive 
sequences can contain as many as 105 members. 
The repeats may be in either the interspersed or 
tandem form. The sequence contained within both types of 
repeats are characteristic of the individual species, and 
have been detected in animal (Brutlag et al., 1980; Singer, 
1982) , higher plant (Walbot et al., 1979) , and yeast 
(Clarke et al., 1986) genomes. The interspersed repeats 
are repetitive sequences present as single copies at many 
genomic loci. In many eucaryotes, such as the sea urchin 
and human, these interspersed repeats are short and are 
typically about 300 bp in length (Schmid et al., 1982; 
Davidson et al., 1975). Unlike the sea urchin and most 
other eucaryotes, where no single repeat dominates the 
genome, the human genome contains two predominant families 
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of interspersed sequences, called the Alu and Kpn families 
(Schmid et al., 1982). In tandemly repeated sequences, the 
basic unit of repetition is present as multiple copies 
arranged end to end at a single or small number of loci. 
Initially, tandemly repeated DNA was identified as 
"satellites", 
sequences separated from the "main band" of genomic DNA 
through the use of isopycnic density gradients (Corneo et 
al., 1967, 1970, 1972; Mitchell et al., 1979). Digestion 
of human genomic DNA with various restriction endonucleases 
reveals another group of tandemly repeated sequences 
identified as specific sized fragments, visible above a 
smear of heterogenous-sized fragments when displayed on 
agarose gels. Within this second group are the tandem 
repeats termed the "alphoid family" (Maio et al., 1981). 
The nomenclature is due to the relatedness of these repeats 
to the a-satellite of the African Green Monkey (AGM) 
(Singer et al., 1982; Maio et al., 1981), the first species 
in which such repeats were discovered (Maio, 1971,; Wu & 
Manulelidis, 1980) . The alphoid repeats are the best 
studied of the tandemly organized sequences. Alphoid DNA 
comprises the bulk of the genome in Kangaroo rat, a 
moderate amount (up to 24%) in a wide variety of primates, 
a small fraction in humans (2 to 3%), and essentially none 
of the genome of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Maio, 
3 
1971; Wu & Manuelidis, 1980; Potter & Jones, 1983). 
The high degree of sequence similarity among alphoid 
repeats in eucaryotes can be explained by the 
homogenization of the ancestral fundamental monomeric unit 
within the primitive eucaryotic cells (Wu & Manuelidis, 
1980; Jorgensen et al., 1986). A high rate of 
homogenization of a unique repeat within a single or small 
group of chromosomes, compared to the rate of genomic 
spread, may lead to the formation of specific subsets or 
subfamilies 
(Jorgensen et al., 1986). A similarity in sequence, length 
of repeat, and centromeric location has been demonstrated 
for both plant and animal alphoids (Grellet et al., 1986). 
The persistence of these centromerically linked sequences 
throughout the eucaryotes, including sequence similarities 
to the yeast centromeric sequence (Stinchcomb et al., 1985) 
gives strong indication as to the functional capability of 
the repeat. 
In situ hybridization studies have found a 
preferential localization of the alphoid family to the 
centromeric hetero- chromatin regions of metaphase 
chromosomes (Manuelidis, 1976). This localization has been 
documented in cells of both animals and higher plants 
(Grellet et al., 1986; Manuelidis, 1976). 
The centromere plays a vital role in the cellular 
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processes of mitosis and meiosis. The term centromere is 
applied to a functional and structural region of the 
chromosome. The functional centromere serves as the point 
for spindle attachment during metaphase in mitosis as well 
as metaphase I & II during meiosis. In higher eucaryotes 
multiple spindle microtubules attach to a visible 
centromeric trilaminar chromatin structure termed the 
kinetochore (Jokelainen, 1967; Comings et al., 1971; Roos, 
1973; Ris et al., 1981.). Lower eucaryotes (e.g. h 
cerevisiae) utilize a single spindle microtubule mechanism, 
yet do without a structurally distinct kinetochore 
(Peterson & Ris, 1976). Nuclease digestion experiments in 
yeast have established a 250 bp resistant core enveloping 
the centromeric DNA and may represent a primitive 
kinetochore protein-DNA complex (Bloom & Carbon, 1982). 
My work, as presented in this thesis, involved the 
characterization of the heterogeneity within the human 
alphoid family. In the process of the characterization, I 
have described the restriction maps of two 680 bp alphoid 
clones. I have also determined hybridization conditions 
which permitted the discrimination between the closely 
related alphoid families and subfamilies (as defined in 
this text) . These conditions were then implemented in the 
determination of genomic organization and estimation of 
copy number. The alphoid sequence homology to the yeast 
5 
centromere was investigated as was the ability of the human 
alphoid sequence to function as a centromere in the yeast 
s. cerevisiae. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The EcoRI Alphoid Family 
Digestion of the human genome, with various restriction 
endonucleases, has revealed a number of tandemly repetitive 
sequences. Digestion of the human genome with EcoRI reveals 
two prominent bands representing fragment lengths of 340 and 
680 bp (Manuelidis, 1976). About 2% of the total human genome 
is contained within these two fragments (Wu & Manuelidis, 
1980). The two fragments are not present in equal numbers; 
the 340 bp fragment making up about 2/3 of the total, the 680 
bp fragment accounting for 1/3 (Shmookler et al., 1985). In 
situ hybrid- ization studies show a preferential localization 
of these "alphoid" sequences to the centromeric regions of 
metaphase chromosomes (Manuelidis, 1978). 
To better characterize these prominent tandem repeats, 
sequencing studies have been carried out. A consensus 
sequence was determined by Wu and Maneulidis (1980). Uncloned 
340 and 680 bp EcoRI generated fragments were sequenced with 
the resulting sequence representing an average for each base 
position (Wu & Manuelidis, 1980). The results showed the 340 
bp fragment to be comprised of two tandem 169 and 171 bp 
fundamental repeats (Wu & Manuelidis, 1980). The two repeats 
do not seem to have evolved from simple (6 to 12 bp) satellite 
DNA (Wu & Mannuelidis, 1980). The 170 bp monomer is 65% 
6 
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homologous with the African Green Monkey (AGM) 170 bp monomer 
(Wu & Manuelidis, 1980). Though alphoid repeat was originally 
characterized in the AGM, the use of the term alphoid has 
since been applied to identify the human repeat following the 
observation of sequence homology. In the dimer each unit 
shows a 27% variation with respect to each other (Wu & 
Manuelidis, 1980). The 680 bp fragment contains two tandem 
340 bp dimers with the central EcoRI site missing. The two 
340 bp dimers making up the 680 bp alphoid have been reported 
to vary only about 1 % with respect to each other (Wu & 
Manuelidis, 1980). 
Relatedness Among Alphoid Sequences 
The first tandemly repeated alphoid sequence was 
described in the AGM genome (Maio, 1971). Since then, the 172 
bp proto- typical AGM repeat has been demonstrated to exist 
as a related sequence in many eucaryotes. While the human 
alphoid sequence exists as alternating 169 and 171 bp repeats, 
found primarily in dimer form (Wu & Manuelidis, 1980), the rat 
alphoid exists as 185 and 370 bp repeats (Whitney & Furano, 
1983). Plants also demonstrate similar repeat lengths; 185 
bp maize (Peacock et al., 1981); 352 bp melon (Brennicke & 
Hemleben, 1983); and a 177 bp repeat from a radish (Grellet 
et al. , 1986) have all been sequenced. Not only are the 
lengths seemingly conserved, but significant sequence homology 
has also been detected (Grellet et al., 1986). The similarity 
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of these characteristics running through both human and non-
human eucaryotes has stimulated inquiries into the function 
of the alphoid families (Wolfe et al., 1985). 
Divergence Within the Alphoid Family 
Several investigations have been carried out to examine 
the extent to which the human alphoid consensus sequence 
represents the repeat sequences occuring throughout the 
alphoid family. Complete sequencing of several clones has 
shown a great deal of divergence between EcoRI clones and the 
consensus. A study carried out by Furlong et al. (1986) 
compared the consensus sequence to 2 4 human EcoRI 3 4 O bp 
alphoid clones. No two of the 24 clones described had an 
identical sequence when compared to each other nor to the 340 
bp consensus (Furlong et al., 1986). The clones had an 
average sequence divergence of 5.2% from the consensus (an 
average of 18 base differences per 340 bp), differing in 
homology from 1 to 41 sites (Furlong et al., 1986). 
Interestingly, the reported variances occurred in higher 
frequencies at certain positions than at others indicating 
that substitutions are occurring in a non random fashion 
(Furlong et al., 1986). Furlong et al. (1986), reported that 
the occurrence of a substitution at the same position in more 
than four of the 24 clones studied was too improbable to 
justify an assumption of randomness. They present examples 
of a substitution occurring at a single site (site #157) in 
9 
16 of the 24 clones investigated. Another group of 45 EcoRI 
alphoid clones (all 340 bp and under) were similarly 
investigated by Jorgensen et al. (1986). They found the degree 
of divergence between repeats to be greater than first 
reported within the consensus, ranging from 0.6 to 24.6% in 
the first monomer and from O to 17.8% for the second monomer 
in the repeat. Three tetramers of the 170 bp repeat (680 bp) 
have also been tested for consensus sequence homology 
(Shmookler et al., 1985). Again the divergence was found to 
be much greater than the consensus sequence revealed. 
Adjacent 170 bp subunits varied in sequence from each other 
by 30 to 45% (Shmookler et al., 1985), while the 340 bp dimer 
subunits varied by 13 to 20%. 
Sequencing techniques and restriction digest studies have 
established that the alphoid sequences possess divergence 
between species, and have elucidated possible mechanisms 
responsible for the species-specific self-homogenization from 
a simple parental unit (Southern 1975a,; Biro et al., 1975). 
A two step scheme is held as the minimum for the explanation 
of tandem repeat generation (Wu & Manuelidis, 1980) (Figure 
1). The fundamental unit of repetition is duplicated to yield 
a dimer either through a redundant replication or aberrant 
crossing-over episode. With time the dimer may acquire 
sequence divergence with respect to the original monomeric 
sequence through point mutation. The dimer may then be 
duplicated and rejoined through amplification and saltation 
10 
(Wu & Manuelidis, 1980). 
~hromosomal Specific Alphoids 
In many mammals, uncloned alphoid DNA has been detected 
to hybridize to the centromeric regions of all chromosomes 
(Wolfe et al., 1985). In the mouse, AGM, and Bonnet Monkey, 
cloned satellite DNA hybridized to the centromeric regions of 
all chromosomes with no distinction made between chromosomes 
(Pardue et al., 1970; Kurnit & Maio, 1973; Rubin et al., 1980; 
Wolfe et al., 1985). While the human alphoid 340 bp sequence 
is found at all human centromeres (Manuelidis, 1978), the 
centromeric organization of other alphoid repeat sequences in 
humans has been demonstrated to be chromosome specific 
(Mitchell et al., 1985). Certain human chromosomes can now be 
characterized by their centromeric specific alphoid subfamily 
sequence and under appropriate experimental conditions (e.g. 
hybridization stringencies), cloned members of alphoid 
families can serve as chromosome specific DNA markers 
(Willard, 1985). 
Two EcoRI alphoid fragments of 5.7 and 6.0 kb have been 
found which are characteristic of the Y chromosome (Smith & 
Brown, 1987) . Low stringency conditions (e.g. low 
temperature, high salt) allow cross-hybridization of these 
fragments to autosomes 13,14, and 15, but these chromosomes 
lacked detectable copies of the 5.7 and 6.0 kb EcoRI repeat 
sequences (Wolfe et al.,1985; Smith & Brown, 1987). These 
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repeats, consisting of 170 bp subunits, are found in one major 
block on chromosome Y (Smith & Brown, 1987). 
The X chromosome is characterized by a 2 kb BamHI 
generated alphoid repeat (Willard et al., 1985) . The 12 
tandem yet divergent monomers are 60-75% identical in sequence 
to the consensus (Willard et al., 1985). Sequence comparisons 
of the 12 monomers has led to the development of a consensus 
sequence specific for the X chromosome (Willard et al., 1985). 
The X chromosome has been estimated to carry between 20 to 30 
times the amount of alphoid DNA carried on the Y chromosome 
(Smith & Brown, 1987). 
Using the X chromosome's 2kb BamHI alphoid clone as a 
probe, under variant stringency conditions, researchers have 
determined alphoid organization on human autosomes. 
Chromosome 3 contains HindIII generated fragments of 2.7 and 
3.0 kb; chromosome 4 contains EcoRI fragments of 1.4 and >25 
kb (Willard, 1985). When a similar experiment was carried out 
at an increased hybridization stringency (allowing 1 to 3% 
sequence mismatch) most of the non-X-linked fragments were no 
longer detectable (Willard, 1985) indicating the degree of 
alphoid sequence divergence between the X chromosome and 
autosomes 3 and 4. 
Other alphoid sequences appear to be less chromosome 
specific, and are perhaps more typical of mammalian alphoid 
DNA (Mitchell et al., 1985). Mitchell et al. have described 
a fragment generated by an EcoRI, HindIII double digest that 
12 
is comprised of 14 tandemly repeated variants of a basic 172 
bp sequence (termed p82H) (Mitchell et al., 1985). The 
monomers of this repeat vary an average of 44% with respect 
to subunit I of the consensus, and an average of 52% with 
respect to subunit II (Mitchell et al., 1985). The p82H has 
been found to hybridize to the centromeres of all autosomes 
and to the centromeres of the X and Y chromosomes (Mitchell 
et al., 1985). Chromosome 14 showed the highest complement, 
while chromosome 8 the lowest (Mitchell et al., 1985). Each 
chromosome possessed distinguishable hybridization patterns, 
yet bands of 340 and 680 were detected in all chromosomes 
(Mitchell et al., 1985). 
Polymorphisms in Alphoid Sequences 
Another example of an alphoid which hybridizes to the 
centromeres of all human chromosomes is the 3 kb BamHI 
generated 308 fragment (Jabs et al., 1986). The sequence 
appears to be enriched on chromosome 6 and has chromosome 
specific organization on chromosomes 3, 6, 7, 14, X, and Y 
(Jabs et al., 1986). Organizational polymorphisms of specific 
chromosomes among normal individuals are also reported (Jabs 
et al., 1986). In some instances fragments homologous to the 
308 appear abundant in one individual and undetectable in 
another (Jabs et al., 1986). Though the organization of this 
alphoid may vary between individuals, the total amount in the 
genome remains relatively constant (Jabs et al., 1986). 
13 
Alphoid Function 
No translational product is known to be generated from 
the alphoid families (Potter & Jones, 1983). Using cloned 
probes, human alphoid DNA was shown to be highly methylated 
and transcriptionaly inactive (Shmookler et al., 1985). 
Despite the extent of the documented sequence divergence among 
the alphoids, Shmookler et al. (1985) have reported regions 
in cloned 170 bp human repeats, that contain significantly 
fewer total base changes than would be expected from a 
calculated average. These regions conform in location to two 
of three similar sites in the AGM that have a high affinity 
for a non-histone nuclear protein (Shmookler et al., 1985). 
This binding protein may play a critical role in nucleosome 
positioning (Strauss & Varshavsky, 1984). Other proposals 
regarding alphoid function include their role in chromosome 
pairing and segregation, 
(Mccutchan et al., 1982). 
speciation and recombination 
Wu and Manuelidis (1980) believe 
the functional contribution by the alphoids to be related to 
the nature of overall length and tandem repetition rather than 
individual repeat length, DNA sequence, or secondary structure 
potential. 
In the yeast S. cerevisiae, it has been possible to 
isolate and clone the chromosomal component that comprises the 
functional centromere (Stinchcomb et al., 1982). DNA segments 
were tested for function by their ability to confer mitotic 
stability to previously unstable plasmids. 
14 
The functional 
sequence (termed CEN), contains a sequence structure that is 
found once on each of the s. cerevisiae' s 17 chromosomes 
(Fitzgerald-Hayes et al., 1982; Hieter et al., 1985). The 
recently redefined S. cere-visiae centromere DNA sequence 
elements (CDEs) are as follows 5 1 -> 3 1 : CDEI, an 8 bp domain; 
followed by CDEII a 78 to 86 bp region that is >90% A and T 
rich; this is followed by CDEIII, a 25 bp domain (Heiter et 
al., 1985). Ten of the 17 s. cerevisiae chromosomes have had 
their CEN's sequenced. Of the ten clones described none were 
identical in sequence (Heiter et al., 1985). The CEN's CDEI 
and CDEIII are highly conserved (Heiter et al., 1985). The 
A and T rich region may allow for the formation of a helical 
configuration, which would distinguish this region from 
surrounding sequences and influence protein binding or 
chromatin structure (Fitzgerald-Hayes et al., 1982). Yeast 
chromatin is organized into nucleosomes in a manner similar 
to higher eucaryotes (Lohr & Van Holde, 1975). The tripartite 
organization of the CEN conforms to the postulated structure 
of regions recognized by DNA binding proteins; a 10 to 20 bp 
recognition sequence distributed in the DNA at approximate 
80bp intervals (Wientraub, 1980). 
Significant homologies are also observed between the 
yeast sequences flanking the high A and T regions and various 
satellite DNA (including the alphoid) from higher eucaryotes. 
For example, within the 23 bp Sau Bovine satellite is an 8 bp 
15 
sequence exactly homologous to the CDEI on CENl; another 
example is an 86% (7 out of 8) homology between a region on 
the Drosophila melanogaster 359 bp satellite and the CDEI on 
CENl (personal observation). Fitzgerald-Hayes et al. (1982) 
report a 72% homology between a stretch of human alphoid DNA 
and element I from CEN 3. No repeated DNA sequences occur in 
the s. cerevisiae centromere although 30 copies of a 6 kb 
repeat (Ty elements) have been reported to exist elsewhere in 
the genome (Clarke et al., 1986). Fitzgerald-Hayes et al. 
(1982) have investigated the CEN sequence in all three reading 
frames. The longest open reading frame allows for the coding 
of a 52 amino acid chain in CEN3 (on yeast chromosome 3) and 
40 amino acids in CENll (on yeast chromosome 11) (Fitzgerald-
Hayes, 1982) . They have also determined CEN3 and CENll to 
lack the sequence involved in the initiation and termination 
of RNA polymerase II transcription (Fitzgerald-Hayes, 1982). 
If this single CEN structure per chromosome is 
responsible for acting as the site for the single spindle 
attachment, it may be extrapolated that higher eucaryotes 
require multiple centromeric DNA sequences to accommodate the 
multiple spindle fibers (Hieter et al., 1985). 
The fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe shares a more 
obvious relationship with higher eucaryotes. It contains 3 
chromosomes all larger than the S. cerevisiae, which are 
visible under light microscopy (Robinson, 1977; Umesono et 
al., 1983). The centromere region has been detected in two of 
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the chromo- somes, revealed through chromosome walking (Clarke 
et al., 1986). The major repeat is 6.4 kb with the total 
repeat length about 30 kb (Clarke et al., 1986). Within the 
6.4 kb repeat are two classes of small repeated sequences of 
6 and 12 bp (Clarke et al., 1986). This type of repeat is 
similar to the simple satellite DNA found in higher 
eucaryotes. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Alphoid DNA Clones 
Previous work in our lab involved isolating members from 
several alphoid families and cloning them in pBR322. These 
include the EcoRI generated 680 bp (pHE340-76, pHE340-77) 
frag- ments (Doering et al., 1986), the HindIII generated 550 
bp (pHH550-31) fragment (Doering & Burket, 1985), and EcoRI 
generated 340 bp (pHE340-9, pHE340-30, pHE340-64) fragments. 
The cloned BamHI 2kb (pXBR-1) fragment was a gift from Yang et 
al. I (1982) o 
Restriction Mapping 
All enzymes used in the map construction were purchased 
from Bethesda Research Laboratories; the digests were 
performed in the manufacturer's recommended buffers. Unless 
otherwise noted, the reactions contained 2 ug of plasmid DNA, 
digested with 5 units per ug DNA of enzyme. Incubation at 
3 7 • C for 2. 5 hours yielded complete digestion. Reactions were 
stopped by the addition of SOS and EDTA to final concentration 
of 0.5% and lOmM, respectively. 
Separation of DNA fragments was carried out (depending on 
fragment sizes) on either 1% agarose or 4% polyacrylamide 
vertical gels. 
DNA Transfers 
The DNA fragments were size fractionated by 
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electrophoresis on 1% agarose gels. The DNA was transferred 
by the alkaline method (Reed And Mann, 1985) onto Gene Screen 
Plus membranes (NEN). 
Probes 
All probes were 32P-labelled by nick translation (Rigby 
et al., 1977). 
Stringency Conditions 
All Gene Screen Plus membranes were pre-hybridized at 
37°C for 5 hours in hybridization solution (50% formamide, 1 
M NaCl, 50 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 1% SOS, lOug/ml denatured E.coli 
DNA). 
The hybridization temperature varied depending on the 
percentage of mismatch allowed between probe and membrane 
bound alphoid DNA. The higher the hybridization temperature 
the greater the amount of homology necessary to establish a 
hybrid. The temperatures ranged from 37°C to 55°C. Length of 
hybridi- zation ranged from 16 to 28 hours. 
All membranes were processed with three washes each 
performed twice. The first consisted of a 10 minute wash at 
room temperature in 2x SSC (lx SSC is 150mM NaCl, 15mM sodium 
citrate, O. lmM EDTA). The second wash consisted of a 30 
minute 65°C wash. SOS concentration was held at 1% for all 
stringencies. Cross-hybridization between alphoids with a 
greater degree of homology could be reduced with a reduction 
in SSC concentration. SSC concentration ranged from 2x to 
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O.OOlx. The third washes were carried out for 30 minutes at 
room temperature in O.lx SSC regardless of stringency. 
Membranes were air dried and exposed to Kodak XAR film. 
Depending on amount of radioactivity remaining on the 
membranes after the washes, Cronex (DuPont) intensifying 
screens may have been used to increase the signal. 
Copy Number 
Each alphoid clone was linearized using an enzyme which 
has a single site outside of the insert. For the pXBR-1, 
HindIII was used. All other alphoid plasmids were digested 
using BamHI. The amount of linear plasmid transferred to Gene 
Screen Plus was calculated to contain the same number of 
inserts as would be present in 5 ug of genomic DNA if the 
individual alphoid sequence occurred in 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 
or 5000 copies as previously described by Rosenthal and 
Doering (1983). Genomic DNA was heat treated to accommodate 
transfer (65°C, 30 minutes). Transfer of plasmid and genomic 
DNA to the Gene Screen Plus was carried out in 1 ml of 
transfer solution (0.4 M NaOH, 0.6 M NaCl) using a Schleicher 
and Schuell Minifold dot blot apparatus. The membrane was 
hybridized to a radioactively labeled insert-only-probe 
(insert isolation procedure performed by Eleni Palamidis). 
This eliminated cross-hybridization to the bound pBR322 from 
the linearized alphoid clones. Stringency conditions were 
followed to ensure that alphoid subfamilies did not cross-
hybridize. Copy number analysis of each alphoid family and 
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subfamily was obtained both visually by the comparison of 
related intensities and by the construction of a standard 
curve of radioactivity bound to the filter as assayed by a 
scintillation counter. 
Insert Ligation and Amplification 
To determine the functional capability of the alphoid 
sequence we ligated a 340 bp (pHE340-64) alphoid sequence into 
the yeast shuttle vector pRM47 (Figure 2) (gift from Robert 
E. Malone). The ligation reaction contained 0.2 ug of EcoRI 
pRM47, 0.3 ug EcoRI digested pHE340-64, 40 units T4 DNA ligase 
and ligation buffer (lx is 50 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 10 mM MgC1 2 , 
20 mM OTT, lmM ATP) in a final reaction volume of 15 ul. The 
ligation reaction was incubated at 15°C overnight. 
Samples of the ligation mix are used to transform ~ 
coli HBlOl cells. E. coli cells were grown in LB medium (1.25 
g NaCl/L, 1.25 g Bacto-Yeast extract/L, 2.5 g Bacto-
tryptone/L, 10 mM Tris (pH 7.5), lmM MgS04 , pH adjusted to 
7.5, plus ampicillin (50 ug/ml) added at 37°C) to an A560=0.6. 
Cells were made competent by the following procedure: 10 mls 
of culture were spun for 5 minutes at 7k in sterile 
conditions. The pellet was resuspended in 5 mls cold sterile 
0.01 M NaCl. Cells were respun and resuspended in 5 mls cold 
sterile 0.03 M CaC12 • Respun cells were then resuspended in 
1 ml cold transformation buffer (70 mM MnC1 2 , 50 mM CaC12 , 40 
mM NaAc). DNA was added in 10 to 15 ul aliquots to 0.2 mls 
of competent E. coli cells. Heat shock was achieved at 42°C 
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for 2 minutes. Eight-tenths mls of cold L-broth was added to 
each sample. Samples were then plated onto L-plates 
containing ampicillin and a gridded nitrocellulose filter. 
A colony lysis was performed on ampicillin resistant cells by 
allowing the gridded filter to absorb o. 5 M NaOH for 7 
minutes, 1 M Tris (pH 7.5) for 2 minutes (twice), and 2x SET 
for 4 minutes. The filter was air dried and quick-dipped in 
95% EtOH. The filter was dried at 60°C overnight. pRM47-340 
transformants were detected by colony hybridization (Grunstein 
& Rogness, 1975) with total human genomic DNA as probe. A 
single positive transformant (pRM47340-l) was selected (Figure 
3) • 
Yeast Transformation 
pRM47 and pRM47340-1 DNA was then used to transform ~ 
cerevisae strain RM13-4B, (also a gift from R. Malone). The 
yeast were grown to a concentration of 1-3x(10) 7 in 40 mls of 
YPD ( 10 g Dextrose, 10 g Bacto-peptone, 5 g Bacto-yeast 
extract, in 500 mls distilled H20). Cells were spun at room 
temperature and washed in 10 mls TE (10 mM Tris pH a, 1 mM 
EDTA, pH to 7.5). After repeating the TE wash, cells were 
resuspended in TE to a concentration of 2x(l0) 8 cells/ml. 
Cell numbers were determined by a serial dilution performed 
in phosphate buffer ( 14. 2 g NaHP04 up to 500 mls distilled H20, 
pH to 7. 5) and plating on complete media ( 2 O g Bacto-
dextrose, 1.7 g Yeast nitrogen base, 5 g NH4So4 , 30 to 35 g 
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Bacto-agar for use in plates, brought up to a volume of 900 
mls with H20, pH adjusted to 5.8 and autoclaved. After 
cooling (65° C) 10 mg adenine-sulfate, 20 mg uracil, 50 mg 
arginine-HCl, 20 mg histidine-HCl, 80 mg homoserine, 100 mg 
leucine, 50 mg lysine-HCl, 20 mg methionine, 50 mg 
phenylalanine, 50 mg tryptophan, 50 mg tyrosine, 75 mg 
aspartic acid, 50 mg isoleucine, 100 mg threonine, 150 mg 
valine were added and the suspension brought up to a final 
volume of 1000 mls with distilled H2o. Five-tenths mls of 
cell suspension was transferred to a 12 ml snap top tube and 
0.5 ml of 0.1 M LiCl were added. After shaking for 1.5 hours 
at 30°C (100 rpm) 0.1 ml was transferred to a sterile 
microfuge tube. The pRM47 or pRM47340-1 DNA was added and 
allowed to sit for 30 minutes at 30°C. An equal volume of 
filter sterilized 70 % PEG-4000 (polyethylene-glycol) was 
added and the mixture vortexed and allowed to stand 1 hour at 
30°C. The heat shock was carried out at 42°C for 6 minutes 
and immediately cooled to 20°c for 3 minutes. Cells were spun 
down in microfuge tubes for 1.5 minutes at 12K. The pellet 
was resuspended in 1 ml sterile H20. 2, 10, 50, and 250 ul 
were plated on selective plates (complete media without uracil 
substituent). One-tenth ml of a 10-3 , and 0.1 and 0.3 mls of 
a 10-4 phosphate buffer dilution were plated on complete media, 
and O. 3 mls of a 10-4 dilution were plated on YPD plates (YPD 
and 8.5 g agarose). 
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Plasmid Stability Assay 
The relative stability of the pRM47 and the pRM47340-1 
transformants was compared. One colony from each strain of 
transformants were placed in 1 ml liquid YPD and vortexed 
gently before adding to 2 5 mls of non-selective YPD media 
(pre-warmed to 30°C) and shaking at 250 r.p.m.. Aliquots were 
taken immediately and at several hour intervals, and plated 
on uracil deficient and complete media. To ensure no 
essential metabolite was carried in the drawn off aliquot, the 
liquid media was eliminated. Cell suspensions were spun at 
5K for 1 minute. The pellet was then resuspended in phosphate 
buffer and sonicated on an Artek 300 dismembrator for 15 
seconds at 30% power. The concentration of cells was 
determined using a hemacytometer and proper dilutions were 
subsequently performed to maximize plating efficiency (a goal 
of 30 to 300 cells per plate) . Plated cells were inverted and 
incubated at 30°C from 36 to 72 hours. The percentage of 
cells that retained the plasmid was determined as the ratio 
of the number of cells that had retained the URA3 gene 
conferred by the pRM4 7 plasmid (grew on uracil deficient 
plates) over the total number of cells (growth on YPD). The 
deletion in the yeast genome of a URA locus ensured that no 
integration of the URA containing plasmid could occur. 
Alphoid and CEN Comparison 
The initial investigation employed an Apple compatible 
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search program that was capable of screening the human 340 bp 
alphoid consensus for sequence relatedness to elements I and 
III of the s. cerevisae's CEN sequence. Subsequent visual 
compari- sons were done to include the CEN's redefined CDEI 
and CDEIII. Positions on the alphoid consensus that showed 
significant homology to the CDE elements were then 
investigated in non-consensus alphoid variant sequences for 
an increase in total percent homology. 
RESULTS 
Restriction Maps 
The first experiment was designed to determine the 
variability in sequence between two 680 bp alphoid clones 
(pHE340-76,pHE340-77) and the 680 bp consensus (Wu & 
Maneulidis, 1980). This was investigated by performing single 
and double digests of the two plasmids and comparing their 
restriction maps to each other as well as to the consensus 
sequence restriction map. Using the same restriction enzymes 
on pHE340-76 and pHE340-77 as well as plasmid alone (pBR322) 
allowed for the identif i- cation of insert-containing 
fragments. The lengths of the unique fragments were 
calibrated using the known fragment sizes of digested pBR322. 
Restriction maps of the two clones were com- pared to the 
consensus map, revealing several variations (Figure 6). The 
pHE340-76 has a missing Sau3A positioned at 52 bp, and at 392 
bp. The pHE340-76 has an additional HaeIII site at 125 bp and 
an additional AluI site at 340 bp. The pHE340-77 has a 
missing HinfI site at 172 bp, a missing Sau3A site at 392 bp, 
and a missing HaeIII site at 636 bp. The pHE340-77 has an 
additional HinfI site positioned at 263 bp and an additional 
HindIII/AluI site at 340 bp. 
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Elimination of Alphoid Cross Hybridization 
To further test relatedness among alphoids, a stringency 
condition protocol effective during hybridizations was 
established as washes, which allowed the elimination of cross-
hybridization between seven different alphoid clones. Once 
these conditions were determined for each alphoid, they could 
then be used as a tool in investigations concerning 
organization and copy number in the human genome. 
A low stringency condition (hybridization at 37°C, wash 
at 2x SSC/ 1% SDS 65°C) produced cross-hybridization between 
both of the EcoRI 680 bp fragments (pHE340-76,pHE340-77). The 
two 680 bp clones also cross hybridized to the 340 bp pHE340-
64, 2 kb pXBR 
1, and weakly to the 550 bp pHH520-31 (see Figure 7). An in-
crease in stringency was obtained by lowering the SSC concen-
tration to O.lx. Figure 8 shows that hybridization with the 
pHE340-76 at this increased stringency eliminated cross-
hybrid-ization to the pXBR-1 and pHH520-31. At this 
stringency the pHE340-76 still cross-hybridized to the pHE340-
77 and pHE340-64. 
Two additional 340 bp alphoid clones (pHE340-9, pHE340-
30) were added to the study. Elimination of cross-
hybridization between the two 680 bp and one of the 340 bp 
EcoRI alphoid clones occurred when the hybridization 
temperature was increased to 50°C while keeping the SSC wash 
I, 
.1 
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concentration constant at O.lx. At this stringency a minimum 
of 95 % homology must be present for hybridization to occur 
(previous work in our lab by E. Palamidis). At this 
stringency four different alphoid clones became specific only 
for sequences at least 95% homologous with themselves (i.e. 
pHE340-76, pHE340-64, pHH550-31, and the pBRX-1) 
demonstratable by the elimination of cross hybridization 
(Figure 9). At this same stringency the pHE340-77, pHE340-30 
and the pHE340-9 were found to cross-hybridize to each other 
(Figure 10). Elimination of the pHE340-9 cross-hybridization 
to the pHE340-30 and the pHE340-77 was achieved when the 
stringency was increased by raising the hybridization 
temperature to 55 ° C and the wash condition to o. 04x SSC 
(Figure 11) . Cross hybridization between the last two clones 
(pHE340-30, pHE340-77) persisted until the SSC was lowered 20 
fold (hybridization temperature 55°C, wash 0.002x SSC) (Figure 
12). An adjusted exposure time would eliminate the residual 
intensity detected. Confidence in our ability to be able to 
distinguish subfamilies is based in the degree of stringency 
necessary to eliminate cross hybridization between these 
differing members. In addition to stringency requirements, 
exposure time of the blots to film may also play a role in 
visualization of any cross hybridization. 
Copy Number 
Gene Screen Plus containing the transferred genomic and 
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alphoid DNA was subjected to the specific stringency which 
selectively allowed the hybridization of specific alphoid 
family and subfamily probes. Autoradiographs of the 
hybridization show degrees of intensities which are directly 
related to the amount of bound radioactivity (Figure 13). 
When the autoradiographs reveal a low level of background 
radiation, the regions of hybridization were cut out of the 
Gene Screen and assayed for bound radioactivity using liquid 
scintillation counting. If interference from non-specific 
hybridizations occurred, the regions of DNA transfer could 
not be accurately assayed. In this case only the visual 
assessment of intensity comparison was performed. 
Figure 13 is the autoradiograph of the copy number assay 
of a 340 bp alphoid clone (pHE340-64). The intensity of the 
genomic DNA appears to fall between the region of intensity 
representing 5000 and 2000 copies. A standard curve produced 
by the scintillation counting of the alphoid hybrid 
intensities, estimated the genomic copy of the pHE340-64 to 
be 1900. A similar assay for the 520 bp alphoid clone 
(pHH550-31) established the genomic copy number of this 
sequence to be 8100 (figure not shown). A visual comparison 
of the autoradiograph intensities for the BamHI 2 kb alphoid 
(pXBR-1) revealed a genomic intensity that is somewhat higher 
than the 5000 copy standard (figure not shown). 
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Genomic Organization 
Genomic DNA was digested to completion by restriction 
endonucleases that do not cut within the 680 bp consensus. 
These are AluI, HindIII, EcoRI, and BamHI. Blots were 
constructed with 4 lanes, each lane containing DNA digested 
with a different enzyme. Determination of the genomic 
organization for sequences closely related to the clones 
described, necessitates the detection of each class of alphoid 
sequence in the genome without risk of cross-hybridization 
between the sequences that occur in the various alphoid 
families and subfamilies. Such stringencies were described 
above. 
A comparison of organization between the two 680 bp 
alphoids is shown in Figure 14. This low stringency 
hybridization does not eliminate cross-hybridization between 
the two 680 bp clones, yet differences in band pattern between 
the two can be seen. Several examples are the intense 2 kb 
AluI and 3.3 kb BamHI bands sharing a greater homology to the 
pHE340-77. The pHE340-76 shows homology to some high 
molecular weight BamHI fragments that are not detected by the 
pHE340-77. The homology to fragments produced by HindIII is 
similar except for a 3.3 kb fragment which shares a greater 
homology to the pHE340-76. Both clones hybridize to the EcoRI 
generated 340 and 680 bp fragments. 
Organizational differences were more clearly defined when 
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using the specific stringencies for elimination of cross-
hybridization between the variant alphoid sequences. The 
increase in stringency necessitated a 10 fold increase in DNA 
to elucidate the bands of hybridization. The obvious 
difference is the reduction of total bands, due to an increase 
in specificity as seen on Figure 15, which shows the 
organizational pattern of two 680 bp EcoRI alphoid clones 
(pHE340-76, pHE340-77). The pHE340-77 clone is specific at 
this stringency and hybridizes to the same BamHI 3. 3 kb 
fragment detected at the lower non-specific stringency (Figure 
14). Both 680 bp clones share homology with the 340 bp EcoRI 
band but virtually none is detected to the 680 bp EcoRI band. 
Figure 15 also shows the pHE340-77 sharing homology with two 
AluI fragments (1.7 and 0.85 kb) not detected by the alternate 
680 bp pHE340-76. The pHE340-76 demonstrates some detectable 
homology to HindIII fragments which are not detected by the 
pHE340-77. The organization of the 340 bp repeat family 
(Figure 16) is distinct from that of the 680 bp EcoRI family 
(Figure 15). The clearest example is the loss of 
hybridization of the 3.3 and 1.7 kb pHE340-77-like fragments 
by both 340 bp clones. Both clones hybridize to the 340 bp 
fragments more intensely than the 680 bp fragments. The 
pHE340-64 hybridizes to a detectable high molecular weight 
HindIII repeat while the pHE340-9 does not (Figure 16). 
Another variant pattern of hybridization is demonstrated for 
the three distinct families (the pHE340-77, pHH550-31, and the 
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pXBR-1) by Figure 17. Each of the families hybridize to 
specific size fragments. The pHH550-31 hybridizes to 1 kb 
EcoRI and Alu! genomic fragments, and a series of lower 
molecular weight HindIII fragments. The pXBR-1 hybridizes to 
its own 2 kb BamHI fragment very intensely as well as to 
unique 4.5 kb BamHI fragments. Concentration of pXBR-1 like 
sequences are also found in 850 and 680 bp Alu fragments. 
Human Alphoid Function in Yeast 
Exogenous autonomously replicating plasmids in 
transformed yeast are lost at a high frequency when grown in 
a non-selective media. The nucleotide sequence (CEN) that 
defines the centromere in the yeast s. cerevisiae stabilizes 
exogenous plasmids in non-selective media (Clarke and Carbon, 
1980a, 1980b). A functional relationship to the alphoid was 
tested in light of the finding of a CEN sequence relationship 
to the human alphoid consensus (Fitzgerald-Hayes et al., 
1982) . 
A representative of the EcoRI human alphoid family 
(pHE340-64) was chosen to test the ability of its sequence to 
confer stability in a non-selective environment. The pHE340-
64 was selected for its relative simplicity (340 bp). The 
alphoid insert was subcloned into the pRM47 EcoRI site (see 
Figure 2) to form pRM47340. A transformation of HBlOl E.coli 
cells was performed. Ampicillin resistant cells were picked 
from a master plate and placed on filter paper for a colony 
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lysis and subsequent screening with nick translated human 
genomic DNA. Positive colonies were chosen for a plasmid prep 
(Figure 3). This plasmid as well as the pRM47 alone were used 
to transform S. cerevisiae strain RM13-4B. RM13-4B is 
auxotrophic for uracil. The essential uracil contribution 
from the pRM47 was used as the selectable marker. We were 
then able to directly compare the mitotic stability of the two 
new strains while they were being allowed to proliferate in 
a non-selective broth. 
Data from two individual kinetic experiments are 
presented. Figure 18 represents a pattern of plasmid loss in 
the two strains. Freshly transformed cells were used as the 
inoculum. The graph represents 7 points where cells were 
removed from the liquid media, processed (see Material and 
Methods), and plated. The retention of plasmid is continuously 
greater in pRM47 strain, beginning at t=5 hours (63%) and 
concluding at t=27 hours (6%). The pRM47340 lags at t=5 
hours (25%) throughout to t=27 hours (1%). The plasmid is 
lost rapidly in both strains. The next graph is of a similar 
experiment (see Figure 19). The inoculum used in this study 
were cells from a previous stability assay and were not 
freshly transformed. Both colonies were of a similar size and 
both were picked off a selective plate. The only obvious 
difference is that the pRM4 7 source came off a t=6 hour 
plating and the pRM47340 source came off a t=12 hour plating; 
both from the same experiment. The graph shows a peak which 
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is regarded as an artifact unless the first plating is ignored 
(t=5) . The latter option allows the graph to depict the 
opposite of the first. The retention is higher at t=8 hours 
for the pRM47340 at 30% and lower for the pRM47 at 27%. The 
rapid loss of plasmid is detected for both strains following 
the t=8 hour plating; the pRM47 again possessing the greater 
retention from t=12 to t=24 hours. 
CEN and Alphoid Comparison 
The two functional elements making up the CEN (elements 
I and III) were compared to the 340 bp alphoid consensus for 
sequence homology. All three sequences were fed into an Apple 
search program for analyses. The initial screening was used 
to examine homology between the 340 bp consensus and the 
redefined COE's (Heiter et al., 1985). Figure 4 shows the 
resulting comparison with the two greatest examples of CEN 
homology shown superimposed on the 340 bp consensus. These 
were chosen for their greatest total homology. The first 
region of homology is the COE I to the alphoid's consensus at 
positions 37 to 44 (62.5%). The COE III is 50% homologous to 
positions 139 to 163 on the consensus. Another example of 
homology exists between COE I and positions 208 to 215 on the 
consensus as well as COE III and the alphoids positions 306 
to 330 (37.5 and 60.0% respective-ly). As would be expected 
in a 170 bp repeat, regions on the alphoid representing COE 
I were approximately 170 bp apart. A similar distance is seen 
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(Figure 4) between the regions homologous to the CDE III. A 
region on the alphoid sequence exists between the paired CDE 
I and CDE III, of approximately 91 bp that is 60% A and T 
rich. 
The study was extended to include an investigation of the 
homology between the CDE and sequenced clones of human variant 
340's (Figure 5). Jorgensen et al. (1986) described about 30 
different sequences. No variant 340 contained a base 
substitution that would increase the percent homology to the 
CDE III relative to the 340 bp consensus ( considered as a 
beneficial change) . Any clone that contained a single 
beneficial base change (seen at positions 139 to 163, 306 to 
330) also included 3 or 4 non-beneficial substitutions. 
Several clones were examples of beneficial base substitutions 
in the regions homologous to the CDE I (Figure 18). The 
variants examined showed an increased homology to the CDE I, 
changing it from 62.5% to 75% (5 clones at positions 37 to 44, 
and 6 clones at positions 208 to 215). A comparison was 
performed of the CDE to sequences in the 2 kb BamHI and its 
variants at regions which demonstrated homology to the 340 
bp consensus. Figure 5 lists the comparison of the CDE I to 
the 2 kb BamHI consensus (170 bp), as well as its variants. 
six 170 bp monomers from the BamHI 2 kb fragment are presented 
that possess a greater homology (37.5%) to the CDE I than does 
the 170 bp consensus for the 2 kb fragment (12.5%). None of 
the 170 bp repeats making up the consensus for the 2 kb 
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alphoid sequence increased the homology to the COE III. Any 
sequence with a beneficial substitution that would increase 
the homology also had base changes at other positions that 
would either decrease the percent homology or keep it the 
same. 
DISCUSSION 
Restriction Maps 
Much work in the past has dealt with the heterogeneity 
among 340 bp alphoid clones (Jorgensen, et al., 1986, Furlong, 
et al., 1986). Work done previously in our lab on total 
genomic sequences (Doering, et al., 1986) has demonstrated a 
high degree of variance to also occur in the 680 bp alphoid 
repeat. I have characterized, by restriction mapping, two 680 
bp alphoid clones (Figure 6) and found them to be structurally 
distinct from each other as well as from the consensus (Wu and 
Maneulidis, 1980). Furthermore, it appears that the 
distribution of sequence mismatch is between the two 
investigated clones and the consensus is random. The finding 
of variants within the first two clones examined indicates 
that it is likely the 680 bp is more divergent than reported 
by Wu and Maneulidis (1980). 
Stringency 
To examine the genomic organization and copy number of 
each alphoid family and subfamily represented by available 
alphoid clones, I developed stringency conditions which 
enabled me to eliminate any cross-hybridization outside of 
homologous subfamilies (Figures 7-12). The alphoids have also 
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been characterized according to the stringency conditions 
necessary to eliminate the cross-hybridization, permitting me 
to categorize the relationship between them. Those alphoids 
which did not cross-hybridize at low stringency (hybridization 
at 50 c, wash O.lx SSC at 65 C) were divergent enough to be 
classified as distinct families (pHE340-76, pHE340-64, pHH550-
31, and pXBR-1). The 340 bp pHE340-9 is more related to the 
pHE340-77 than another 340 (pHE340-64). The remaining EcoRI 
generated alphoids which required a higher stringency 
(hybridization at 55 C, wash 0.002x SSC at 65 C) to eliminate 
cross hybridization were characterized as belonging to the 
different subfamilies within the same family (pHE340-77, 
pHE340-30) . It is interesting that a 680 bp fragment (pHE340-
77) would share greater homology with two 340 bp fragments 
(pHE340-30, and pHE340-9) than with another 680 bp fragment. 
The divergence also appears to be great between the pHE340-64 
and the other two examined 340 bp fragments (pHE340-30, and 
pHE340-9) as determined by the relatively low stringency 
needed to eliminate cross-hybridization. The reasons for the 
divergences within the 680 bp or 340 bp alphoids may be due 
to the saltation or amplification of the basic ancestral 
repeat unit. The divergences may be the result of 
homogenization of the original unit following a mutational 
event which was isolated to a single or to a small number of 
isolated chromosomes, thereby any combination of mutatation 
amplification would create repeats unique to the involved 
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chromosomes. Using the stringencies described here, it may 
be possible to determine the chromosomal organization of these 
seven alphoid clones. The variances observed between alphoid 
families and subfamilies may be explained by evolution of 
these due to their location on different chromosomes. 
Copy Number 
Through the use of specific stringencies I have been able 
to screen the human genome for a select group of sequences 
(Figure 7). The results show that the alphoids do not exist 
in the genome in similar numbers, but do account for a 
substantial part of it. The pHH550-31 has been calculated to 
account for greater than o. 34% of the entire genome (8100 
copies x 2040 bp / 3 x 109 genomic bp). The pHE340-64 (1900 
copies) and pXBR-1 (>5000 copies) have been similarly 
calculated to account for O. 02% and O. 14% of the genome 
respectively. As would be expected, the proportion of copies 
is higher for the alphoids which belong to an entire family 
(pHH550-31 or pXBR-1) than for the alphoid belonging to a 
subfamily of the large EcoRI family (pHE340-64). The results 
for the pXBR-1 are similar to the 6000 copies reported by Yang 
et al. (1982). 
Genomic Organization 
Since 
predispose 
the 
them 
similarities between 
to cross-hybridize, 
alphoid sequences 
I followed the 
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hybridization procedures as described in the Results section. 
The first example of genomic organization (Figure 14) shows 
differences in both the pHE340-76 and pHE340-77 despite both 
being EcoRI 680 bp fragments. The pHE340-76 and pHE340-77 
both hybridize to HindIII generated repeats at this lower 
stringency condition. Figure 14 shows the organizational 
pattern of these two clones at the stringency where cross-
hybridization is eliminated. The pHE340-76, but not the 
pHE340-77 exhibits that it has sequence relationships to high 
molecular weight HindIII fragments. Of greater interest is 
the drastic reduction of hybridization of both these 680 bp 
alphoid clones to the 680 bp EcoRI generated genomic fragments 
at high stringency. The low level of hybridization between 
the two clones and the genomic 680 bp sequences shows the 
relatively small proportion of these specific cloned sequences 
present in the genome. Both show homology to the 340 bp 
genomic fragments. Similar to the pHE340-76, the pHE340-64 
shares homology to high molecular weight HindIII fragments 
(Figure 16) which the pHE340-9 does not, demonstrating that 
the HindIII generated fragments are a distinct sequence class 
onto themselves. The pHE340-9 and pHE340-64 are both highly 
selective for genomic 340 bp fragments, while the 680 bp 
clones do not share this selectivity for 680 bp fragments. 
Thus the 680 bp fragments in the genome may be in fact more 
divergent than the 3 4 O bp fragments. The differences in 
genomic organization are best observed between the pHH550-31 
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and pXBR-1 but structural organizational distinctions between 
all three of these families is also appreciated (Figure 17). 
The organization of the pHH550-31 seems to be concentrated in 
lower molecular fragments; unlike the pXBR-1 where the 
sequence is distributed in a variety of repeat lengths, with 
notable concentration at 2 and 0.68 kb. The high copy number 
of pXBR-1 in the genome is also detected from this blot by the 
relatively high degree of hybridization intensity. 
Alphoid and Cen Comparison 
To gain insight as to the conservation of the centromeri-
cally linked alphoid sequences, I compared the sequence 
relationship between the CEN of the yeast s. cerevisiae to 
alphoids from the human genome (Figures 4 & 5). I found 
regions on the alphoid sequences that shared both sequence and 
structural homology to the CEN. After locating the area of 
highest homology to the CEN (in this case the CDE I) I looked 
80 to 90 bp downstream for a region which would represent the 
second element on the functional CEN, the CDE III. I found 
two sets of CDE like regions on the alphoids, each set 170 bp 
apart indicating the size of the repeat sequence. The 
homology was as high as 75% for the CDE I and 50% for the CDE 
III with a 90 bp intervening sequence being 60% A and T rich. 
This very closely resembles the structure of the CEN's 78 to 
86 bp intervening sequence though the A and T composition on 
the CEN reaches >90%. 
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The sequence comparison included variants of the 340 bp 
as well as the 2 kb BamHI consensus. I found the 340 bp 
consensus to share a closer relation to the CEN than the 170 
bp repeats within the BamHI 2kb repeat which may mean that the 
340 bp human repeat shares a more primitive parent sequence 
with the yeast than with other divergent human alphoid 
sequences. This evidence of an evolutionary tie may be used 
in future assays for centromeric function. The analyses also 
yielded the finding of a preferential conservation of the CDE 
I over the CDE III in the alphoid sequences, as demonstrated 
from the sequence homology comparisons (Figure 5). The 
variant sequences examined also revealed a conservation of the 
CDE I, including a substantial number of beneficial base pair 
substitutions. A CDE I-like sequence may be instrumental as 
the site for binding proteins or in the formation of secondary 
structure. It may be wise to give special considerations to 
the CDE I conservation in future functional and evolutionary 
investigations. 
Function 
One of the most intriguing explanations for the high 
centromeric inclusion of eucaryotic repetitive DNA deals with 
the possibility of its centromeric function. The functional 
centromeric component in the budding yeast s. cerevisiae has 
been isolated, and a relationship to human alphoid DNA has 
been described (Fitzgerald-Hayes et al., 1982), yet in the 
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fission yeast S. pombe the CEN remains unresolved. The 
centromeric DNA in S. pombe is much more complex than ~ 
cerevisiae including 30 kb of heterochromatin-like sequences 
making it similar to higher eucaryotes (Clarke et al., 1986). 
The jump in complexity to the centromeres in humans can be 
expected to be many times larger than that observed between 
these two species of yeast. Even with this given range in 
species complexity, evidence exists for an evolutionary bond 
between yeast and human DNA. With evidence of the CEN and 
alphoid sequences similarites in hand, I attempted to test a 
simple representative of the human alphoid sequence for 
centromeric function. The results presented were 
inconclusive. The only statement that is intended here is that 
both plasmids were lost at comparable rates. other than 
(Figures 18 & 19). No consistent evidence for plasmid 
stabilization was established. The reasons may lie in the 
heterogeneity of the system itself. The human alphoid 
sequence may not be recognized by the yeast system. The ~ 
cerevisiae CEN does not function even in the s. pombe (Clarke 
L, et al., 1986). If the alphoid sequences are in fact the 
entity conferring centromeric function upon the cell, it is 
very likely that the tandemness is important to function and 
a single sequence might be worthless in demonstrating a role. 
Another possibility may have been in the wrong selection of 
a particular alphoid sequence. Many variant sequences have 
been determined, and it may be a single sequence within the 
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mass of variants that confers stability and that base 
subs ti tut ions are not important to t:unction as long as the 
secondary structure and overall organization is not disrupted. 
The observation of instability may be due to the size of the 
plasmid. Perhaps the size of pRM47 alone, with no insert is 
the limit tolerated by the yeast, and the insertion of the 340 
bp alphoid is too large for the organism to retain. An assay 
to detect instability due to size could use a 340 bp non-
alphoid subcloned into the pRM47. 
Future experiments could include different alphoid 
clones, beginning with single repeats and progressing to long 
tandem stretches. To avoid the heterogenous system described 
researchers may have to investigate transfected human cell 
lines. 
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Figure 1. 
Scheme representing the generation of a dimer from simple 
parental sequence as well as a representation of an 
interspersed and tandem repeat 
Figure 1 is the scheme as described by Manuelidis & Wu (1980). 
Ancestral sequence is reduntantly duplicated to yield a dimer. 
Over time this sequence aquires sequence divergence. Unequal 
crossing-over or other recombinational event may join two such 
repeats. Amplification results in long stretches of the 
particular repeat. 
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(A) Generation 
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or 
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Fig 1 
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Figure 2. 
Representation of yeast shuttle vector pRM47 
The plasmid has the ability to replicate in both bacteria and 
yeast. It possesses selectable markers for transforming 
bacteria and yeast. The plasmid has an EcoRI site allowing the 
ligation of the EcoRI alphoid 340 bp fragment. 
ars= autonomously replicating sequence (yeast) 
ori= origin of replication (bacteria) 
amp= ampicillin resistance gene (bacteria) 
URA 3= uracil gene (yeast) 
EcoRI= site of ligation 
pRM47 
!Eco RI I 
ars 
~ 0.7~ 
7.6 kb 
Barn HI 
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Figure 3. 
Colony hybridization of transformed HBlOl cells with a pRM47 
plasmid with a ligated human 340 bp alphoid clone (pHE340-64) 
Ampicillin resistant cells were picked off a master ampicillin 
containing plate and place on filter. Cells were lysed 
(Grunstein & Rogness, 1975) and hybridized to total human 
genomic DNA. Colony #1 was retrieved from master plate for DNA 
amplification. 
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Figure 4. 
Comparison of yeast CEN to 340 bp human alphoid consensus 
sequences 
Entire 340 bp consensus sequence is shown with regions of 
homology to the CDE I & III in bold. 
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Fig4 
10 20 30 40 50 60 
AATTCTCAGTAACTTCCTTGTGTTGTGTGTATTCAACTCACAGAGTTGAACGATCCTTTA 
[ CDE I] 
70 80 90 100 110 120 
CACAGAGCAGACTTGAAACACTCTTTTTGTGGAATTTGCAAGTGGAGATTTCAGCCGCTT 
130 140 150 160 170 180 
TGAGGTCAATGGTAGAATAGGAAATATCTTCCTATAGAAACTAGACAGAATGATTCTCAG 
[ CDE III ] 
190 200 210 220 230 240 
AAACTCCTTTGTGATGTGTGCGTTCAACTCACAGAGTTTAACCTTTCTTTTCATAGAGCA 
[ CDE I] 
250 260 270 280 290 300 
GTTAGGAAACACTCTGTTTGTAAAGTCTGCAAGTGGATATTCAGACCTCTTTGAGGCCTT 
310 320 330 340 
CGTTGGAAACGGGATTTCTTCATATTATGCTAGACAGAAG 
[ CDE III ] 
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Figure 5. 
Sequence comparison of the CDE I & CDE III to the regions of 
homology on the consensus of the human alphoid 340 bp and to 
the same regions of sequenced variants. 
Sequence comparison of the CDE I & CDE III to the regions of 
homology on the consensus of the pXBR-1 2kb BamHI alphoid and 
to the same regions on sequenced variants . 
Fig5 
A/ A/ 
CDE I consensus GTCACGTG 
positions 37 to 44 in 340 bp 
EcoRI alphoid consensus 
aRl-131 
aRl-123 
aRl-13 
aRl-110 
aRl-121 
C----AGA 
C-----G-
------GA 
------GA 
------GA 
------GA 
positions 37 to 44 in 170 bp repeat of 
2 kb BamHI alphoid consensus TCGTT-GA 
aX2 --GTT-GA 
aX3 --GGT-GT 
aX4 T-GTT-GA 
aX7 --GGT-GT 
aX8 -CGGTGGT 
aX12 --GGT-GA 
positions 208 to 215 in 340 bp 
EcoRl alphoid consensus c-----GA 
aRl-18 c------A 
aRl-28 c-----GA 
aRl-132 T-----G-
aRl-32 ------GA 
aRl-78 ------GA 
aRl-103 ------GA 
A/ 
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CDE III consensus TGTTTTTG.TTTCCGAAA .... AAA 
positions 139 to 163 on 340 bp 
alphoid consensus A-GAA--A.C----T-T- .... CT-
positions 306 to 330 on 340 bp 
alphoid consensus GAAACGG-.----TTC-T .... TGC 
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Figure 6. 
Restriction maps of pHE340-76, consensus, and the pHE340-77 
The restriction site are are marked and numbered according to 
the positions of cleavage by the enzymes. Positions are 5'-
>31 from position o (EcoRI). Maps were constructed by 
calibrating fragments of the digested pHE340-76 and pHE340-77 
against known fragment sizes of digested pBR322. 
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Figure 7. 
Determination of stringency strengths in the elimination of 
cross-hybridizations 
Five alphoid clones (0 .1 ug) were digested to cleave the 
insert at site of ligation: EcoRI BarnHI HindIII 
pHE340-64 pXBR-1 PHH550-31 
pHE340-76 
pHE340-77 
Fragments were resolved on a 1% agarose gel and transfered to 
Gene Screen Plus membranes. The membranes were hybridized as 
indicated. Hybridization at 37 c, wash at 2x SSC/1% SOS 65 c. 
l=pHE340-76 
2=pHE340-77 
3=pHE340-64 
4=pXBR-l 
5=pHH550-31 
1 2 34 s· 
pHE340-76 
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Figure 8. 
Determination of stringency strengths in the elimination of 
cross-hybridization between alphoid families and subfamilies 
digested to cleave the Five alphoid clones (0 .1 ug) were 
insert at site of ligation: EcoRI 
pHE340-64 pXBR-1 
pHE340-76 
BamHI Hind III 
PHH550-31 
pHE340-77 
Fragments were resolved on a 1% agarose gel and transfered 
Gene Screen Plus membranes. The membranes were hybridized 
indicated. Hybridization at 37 c, wash at O.lxSSC/1% SDS 
c. 
l=pHH550-31 
2=pXBR-1 
3=pHE340-64 
4=pHE340-77 
5=pHE340-76 
to 
as 
65 
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Figure 9. 
Determination of stringency strengths in the elimination of 
cross-hybridization between alphoid families and subfamilies 
Seven alphoid clones ( o. 1 ug) were digested to cleave the 
insert at site of ligation: EcoRI BamHI HindIII 
pHE340-9 pXBR-1 PHH550-31 
pHE340-30 
pHE340-64 
pHE340-76 
pHE340-77 
Fragments were resolved on a 1% agarose gel and transfered to 
Gene Screen Plus membranes. The membranes were hybridized as 
indicated. Hybridization at 50 C, wash at O.lxSSC/1% SDS 65 
c. 
l=pHE340-64 
2=pHE340-9 
3=pHE340-30 
4=pHE340-76 
5=pHE340-77 
6=pHH550-31 
7=pXBR-1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Fig 9 
2kb 
pXBR-1 
680bp 
pHE340-76 
520bp 
pHH550-31 
., 
340bp 
pHE340-64 
61 
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Figure 10. 
Determination of stringency strengths in the elimination of 
cross-hybridization between alphoid families and subfamilies 
Three remaining alphoid clones (pHE340-9, pHE340-30, pHE340-
77) were digested (0.1 ug) with EcoRI to cleave the insert 
from the plasmid. Fragments were resolved on a 1% agarose gel 
and transfered to Gene Screen Plus. Membranes were hybridized 
at 50 C and washed at 0.1 x SSC/ 1% SDS 65 C as indicated. 
l=pHE340-64 
2=pHE340-9 
3=pHE340-30 
4=pHE340-76 
5=pHE340-77 
6=pHH550-31 
7=pXBR-1 
0 
M 
I 
0 
~ 
M 
w 
J: 
Q. 
O> 
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~ 
M 
w 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Fig10 
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Figure 11. 
Determination of stringency strengths in the elimination of 
cross-hybridization between subfamilies 
Stringency conditions were increased to eliminate the cross-
hybridization between the EcoRI generated alphoids (pHE#40-9, 
pHE340-30, pHE340-77). 0.1 ug of each plasmid was digested 
with EcoRI. Fragments were fractionated on a 1% agarose gel 
and transfered to Gene Screen Plus. Hybridization was carried 
out at 55 C, wash at 0.04 x SSC/ 1% SDS 65 C as indicated. 
l=pHE340-9 
2=pHE340-30 
3=pHE340-77 
1 2 3 
"C 
:::c: 
~ 
0 
I 
co 
1 2 3 
"C 
:::c: 
~ 
0 
w 
0 
Fig11 6s 
1 2 3 
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Figure 12. 
Determination of stringency strengths in the elimination of 
cross-hybridization between alphoid subfamilies 
Stringency conditions were increased to eliminate the cross-
hybridization between the EcoRI generated alphoids (pHE340-
30, pHE340-77). 0.1 ug of each plasmid was digested with 
EcoRI. Fragments were fractionated on a 1% agarose gel and 
transfered to Gene Screen Plus. Hybridization was carried out 
at 55 C, wash at 0.002 x SSC / 1% SDS 65 C as indicated. 
l=pHE340-77 
2=pHE340-30 
3=pHE340-9 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
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Figure 13. 
Estimation of copy number of 340 bp human alphoid (pHE340-64) 
in human genome 
Five micrograms of total genomic DNA was heat treated (65 C, 
30 minutes) . Amounts of linearized pHE340-64 (BamHI digested) 
were calculated to generate calibration (see Materials and 
Methods). Both genomic and plasmid DNA were tranfered to Gene 
Screen Plus with Schleicher and Schuell Minifold dot blot 
apparatus. The membrane was hybridized to insert only from the 
pHE340-64 clone. Hybridization was carried out at 50 C, wash 
at 0.1 x SSC/ 1% SDS 65 C. 
(,) 
·e 
0 
c 
CD 
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Fig13 
Copies 
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2k 
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500bp 
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Figure 14. 
Determination of genomic organization between two 680 bp 
EcoRI human alphoid subfamilies 
70 
o. 5 ug of total human genomic DNA was digested with the 
enzymes Alu!, HindIII, EcoRI, and BamHI as indicated. 
Fragments were resolved on 1% agarose gels and transfered to 
Gene Screen Plus Membranes. Each of the two membranes were 
hybridized to pHE340-76 or pHE340-77 as indicated. 
Hybridization was carried out at 37 c, wash at 2 x SSC / 1% 
SDS 65 C. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Alu! 
HindIII 
Eco RI 
BamHI 
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pHE340-77 pHE340-76 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Figure 15. 
Determination of genomic organization between two 680 bp 
EcoRI human alphoid subfamilies 
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5. O ug of total human genomic DNA was digested with the 
enzymes Alu!, HindIII, EcoRI, and BamHI as indicated. 
Fragments were resolved on 1% agarose gels and transfered to 
Gene Screen Plus Membranes. Each of the two membranes were 
hybridized to pHE340-76 or pHE340-77 as indicated. 
Hybridization of the pHE340-76 was carried out at 50 c, wash 
at 0.1 x SSC / 1% SDS 65 c. Hybridization of the p he340-77 
was carried out at 55 c, wash at 0.002 x SSC/ 1% SDS 65 c 
1 
2 
3 
4 
= 
= 
= 
= 
BamHI 
EcoRI 
Hind!! 
Alu! 
Fig15 73 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
pHE340-76 pHE340-77 
Figure 16. 
Determination of genomic organization between two 340 bp 
EcoRI human alphoid subfamilies 
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5. O ug of total human genomic DNA was digested with the 
enzymes AluI, HindIII, EcoRI, and BamHI as indicated. 
Fragments were resolved on 1% agarose gels and transfered to 
Gene Screen Plus Membranes. Each of the two membranes were 
hybridized to pHE340-9 or pHE340-64 as indicated. 
Hybridization for the pHE340-64 was carried out at 50 c, wash 
at 0.1 x SSC/ 1% SDS 65 c. Hybridization of the pHE340-9 was 
carried out at 55 C, wash at 0.04 xSSC / 1% SDS 65 C. 
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Figure 17. 
Determination of genomic organization between three human 
alphoid families 
5. O ug of total human genomic DNA was digested with the 
enzymes AluI, HindIII, EcoRI, and BamHI as indicated. 
Fragments were resolved on 1% agarose gels and transfered to 
Gene Screen Plus Membranes. Each of the three membranes were 
hybridized to pHH550-31, pHE340-77, or pXBR-1 as indicated. 
Hybridization of the pHH550-31 and pXBR-1 were carried out at 
50 C, wash at 0.1 x SSC / 1% SDS 65 C. Hybridization of the 
pHE340-77 was carried out at 55 c, wash at 0.002 x SSC / 1% 
SDS 65 C. 
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Figure 18. 
Differences in retention between the plasmids pRM47 and 
pRM47340-1 in the yeast S. cerevisiae 
Two freshly transformed strains of yeast, each with one of the 
plasmids (pRM4 7 or pRM4 7340-1) are grown in non-selective 
liquid media. Aliquots were taken from the media at several 
hour intervals and plated on both non-selective and selective 
(uracil deficient) plates. Non-selective plates contained all 
essential nutrients and indicated total number of cells 
present. Cells that survived on the selective media were 
uracil independent due to the the pRM4 7 plasmid. Graph 
represents plasmid retaining cells as URA +. A percentage of 
plasmid retaining cells was calculated as URA+ cells over 
total number of cells present. All aliquots plated were 
compared to the initial plating (t0) to detect relative rate 
of plasmid loss. 
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Figure 19. 
Differences in retention between the plasmids pRM47 and 
pRM47340-1 in the yeast S. cerevisiae 
Two transformed strains of yeast, each with one of the 
plasmids (pRM4 7 or pRM4 7340-1) were taken from a previous 
functional assay and were grown in non-selective liquid media. 
Aliquots were taken from the media at several hour intervals 
and plated on both non-selective and selective (uracil 
deficient) plates. Non-selective plates contained all 
essential nutrients and indicated total number of cells 
present. Cells that survived on the selective media derived 
uracil component from the pRM47 plasmid. Graph represents 
plasmid retaining cells as URA +. A percentage of plasmid 
retaining cells was calculated as URA+ cells over total number 
of cells present. All aliquots plated were compared to the 
initial plating (t0 ) to detect relative rate of plasmid loss. 
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